Dragon Dice Core Rules Summary
Full rules can be found at http://www.sfr-inc.com

Object of the Game
In the Dragon Dice game, you use dice to represent armies of
different fantasy races and monsters which battle to control
essential pieces of terrain. Any number of players can share in
this struggle.

Dice Types
12-Sided: Dragons - 5 health magical creature
10-Sided: Monsters - 4 health creatures in your army. All icons
count as 4 results. ID is a 4 point wild card.
8 Sided: Terrain - Terrains your armies are fighting at and over.
6 Sided: Units – Soldiers in your army. Size indicates
rank/health.ID is a wild card based on Health.

Goal
Two ways to win
 Control two Terrains (hold 8th face) at same time
 Kill all of your opponent’s units

Set-up








Decide total force size (typically 30 health)
Construct army, terrains from your collection
Divide units into three armies, identify terrains
Determine order of play
o Roll your Horde army for Maneuvers. Player with
largest roll goes first or chooses from proposed
Frontier terrains. Second largest performs other.
Place armies at terrains
Randomly determine starting distances
o Re-roll 8s, turn 7s down to 6

Turn Sequence







Beginning Phase
o Spell and effect expiration (beginning of turn)
o Racial Abilities
o Eighth face special abilities
o Royalty Die Abilities
Dragon Attack Phase
Army Phase
o First March
 Maneuver
 Action
o Second March (different army)
 Maneuver
 Action
End Phase
o Reinforce
o Retreat
o Spell and effect expiration (end of turn)

Resolution of Actions
Maneuver
 Declare intent to maneuver
 Opponent can allow or contest
 If contested both armies roll for
Maneuvers
o If contesting army wins the Maneuver
attempt is thwarted .In a tie the
originator wins.
If uncontested or not thwarted, turn Terrain up or
down 1 face
Magic Resolution
 Attacking army rolls for Magic
 Choose Spells & Targets
 Resolve Spells in desired order
o Magic cast from Reserves must be
beneficial
Missile Resolution
 Attacking army rolls for Missile
 Defending army rolls for Saves
 Resolve damage
Melee Resolution
 Attacking army rolls for Melee
 Defending army rolls for Saves
 Resolve damage
 Defending army MAY roll for Melee
 Attacking army rolls for Saves
 Resolve damage
Dragon Attack Resolution
 Roll Dragon
 Resolve Breath & Treasure
 Attacked army makes combination roll for
saves and to attack the Dragon
o Dragons have 5 automatic saves and 5
Health.10 damage of either melee or
missile will slay
 Resolve damage
 If dragon was slayed, attacking army can
promote as many units as possible at one
time.
 Resolve Wings

Health & Damage
To resolve damage, move that many health worth of units into
the Dead Unit Area. Must take as much damage as possible,
but not more than needed.

Jaws: 12 points of damage on
army.

Dragon Icons
Breath: 5 health killed no saves
possible. (See rule book for more
advanced rules)
Wing: 5 points of damage on army, if
dragon survives attack it returns to
summoning pool.
Treasure: One unit in army may be
immediately promoted.

Belly: Dragon loses 5 automatic
saves.
Tail: 3 points of damage on
army. Roll again and apply the
new result as well.
Claws: 6 points of damage on
army.

8th Face Advantages
Army that controls the 8th face gets double Saves and double Maneuvers and can perform any action
City: During the Eighth Face Step you may recruit a 1Castle: When you turn the terrain up to 8 you choose
health (small) unit or promote a unit in the controlling
one of the following four types: City, Standing Stones,
army.
Temple, or Tower. The castle becomes that terrain
until its face is moved. The castle may only be placed in the
frontier.
Standing Stones: Standing Stones allows any unit in
Dragon’s Lair: At the beginning of your turn you may
the controlling army to convert its generated magic
summon a dragon that matches any color of this
into a color that matches a terrain’s color. If a unit
terrain and place it at any terrain. The Dragon’s Lair
has doubled its magic it may not use Standing Stones terrain
may only be placed in the frontier. The Dragon's Lair may not
ability.
summon a White Dragon.
Temple: The Controlling army and all units in that
Grove: At the start of the Eighth Face Step move one
army cannot be affected by opponent’s death (black)
non-dragonkin from any players Buried Unit Area to
magic. During the Eighth Face Step you may force
that player’s Dead Unit Area. This is not optional and
another player to bury one unit of his choice from his Dead
must be applied to a player if possible. No army can double
Unit Area.
magic at this terrain by any means. The Grove may only be
placed in the frontier.
Tower: The controlling army may fire missiles at any
Vortex: During a non-maneuver army roll the army
opponent’s army. If firing into reserves only count
controlling this terrain may reroll one unit who has
non-ID missile results ignoring any Racial Abilities.
not resolved an SAI, ignoring the previous result.
The Vortex may only be placed in the frontier.

Resolution of Die Roll






Roll Dice
All reroll effects
Order SAIs (Special Action Icons)
Resolve SAIs individually
Calculate Roll Results

Recruit a Unit

Calculate Roll Results
When more than one modifier is in effect, apply them in the
following order:
 Modifiers that subtract:
o Results can never be negative
 Modifiers that divide:
o Round down
 Modifiers that multiply
 Results from SAIs
 Terrain abilities (minor then major)
 Racial abilities
 Modifiers that add

Promote a Unit

Take a one health unit from the Dead Unit Area and place it into Exchange a unit from the appropriate army with a unit from the
the appropriate army.
Dead Unit Area of the same Race, but one health value larger.
Full rules can be found at http://www.sfr-inc.com

